Given the distinctive educational philosophy and integrated curriculum at FSM, describe
how your personal characteristics and learning style would fit the institution, and how
Feinberg School of Medicine will help you achieve your professional goals. (200 word
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With my humbling service multitude of experiences, degrees in Biological Science and
Economics, history of working as an Emergency Room Technician, and current job as a
Contract Specialist (negotiator) for a medical research company, I have always sought to
develop my knowledge of the medical field through multiple perspectives. By having Principles
of Service Learning and Bias-Free Inclusivity as well as Curricular Threads of Healthcare Equity
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& Advocacy and Business of Medicine built into FSU’s education philosophy, FSU and I clearly
align on the high value we place onI believe FSU’s curriculum parallels my desire to pursue an
open-minded and whole-physician based medical education. development.
In addition, FSU’s integrated and continually evolving curriculum appeals to my learning
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style. When teaching clinical training skills alongside academic lecturing as FSU does, I am able
to learn best optimally due to the ability to engage in real-life application of knowledge. because
I am able to gradually apply my academic knowledge to real-life patient cases while improving
my bedside manner. Not only does FSU have the valor to maintain a curriculum that adapts to
medical phenomena principles in real-time, but FSU teaches students to think critically
regardingon the cutting-edge of new solutions and as well as become leaders in their fields. In
recent monthsRecently, I have read about FSU researchers in the process of developing a
COVID-19 vaccine and an FSU professor going before the U.S. Senate to discuss the toll
COVID-19 has on minority senior populations. FSU faculty and graduates are on the front lines
of the pandemic in clinical care, policy, and research. To be at the top of my field as a future
physician, the constant updating and modernization of curriculum is critical, and for this reason
among many others, FSU is my ideal medical school.
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